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,,.---'"'\ made a careful study of it. It is true that the adjoining states are in the process 
l I

of' revising those orders at the present ti.me, because they do not at the present 

time meet the increased cos.t of living. I really mentioned that because we have 

made a study of the rates, and they vary, of course. I'm going back several years ••• 

65¢ an hour for both service and non-service employees with no distinction. You 

have mentioned the statistical study of the restaurant industry and of the orders in 

· the adjoining states. Would you also include in that a study of the cost of living

that would be an estimate of an attempt to arrive at a figure that would indicate

what would. be necessary in order to meet a subsistence, I would say, level?

� GREENSP.UN: .In Massachus,et;ts. and New York, the minimum wage orders 

have been passed to inciude all. service and .non-s.ervice employees in _hotels. They 

have been placed, that is, separately segregated., .because of the fact that hotels 

have individual problems unrelated . t .o .the ordinary eperations o.f a restaurant which 

O must be taken into account,. and because of that faet, even in Ma.ssachus.etts where 

there was origina.lly a.problem with regard to both hotel restaurant and restaurant 

employees, hotel restaurant employees were subseqaentl.y. taken. on, and· .placed in a 

minim.um wage group that applie.s anly to hot els thems.elves. .So the. rate.a. that I 

mentioned to you. in the cours.e. of my remarks_ were. intended to apply to hotel restaurant 

employees� · 

DR •. CARTER: .Could I. ask this •••• when you say that the prQblems are 

different for hotel employees, do. y0u mean the hotel restall.I'ant.problems are 

different from restaurant problems, or .do you mean that there are other. phases of 

the h0tel business? The lodging .prices.,. et.c., that ar.e different? 

MR •.. GREENSPUN: I mean .that the problem. is . probably. illustrated in this 

way; .that to take the S6@1lent of let's say, non-service employees, and place them 

under a minjm1:un .. wage order without .reference to other occupations in hotels who are 

also considered non-service employees creates a condition that would be similar ••• 

I just want to say that it seems logical that the same procedures that are applicable 
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t regardless of what appears to be a low cash rate. Furthem.ore, the statement was 
{� y 

made that a:nployees, good waiters and waitresses, resent the tipping system. I 

believe it would be found based on historical fact, that tipping is something which 

you cannot do away with. It is something that the public will pay for good service 

and they'll skip if they get bad service. A good waiter, and I 1 ve heard many of 

them say so, prides himself on good service and prides himself on being able to 

earn more than his companion waiter who mey not be up to scratch. You cannot take 

away the privilege the people have that they will tip for service rendered, also 

that extra little courtesy that a good waiter or a gooo. tipping employee will show 

to the cHStam.er. 

Now the other talk about classifying restaurants .••• that's something that 

I don't believe there is any precedent for. You are supposed. to find a minim.um 

wage and attempt to classify. restaurants as to siz.e, number of employees, and th.is 

t7 will probably be a very tricky thing. For instance, supposing you should, for 
. 

-
sake of argument, you seem. to have talked about the point of numbers. of employees. 

Suppose you, merely for simplification decide on a wage for rest,au.rants below 25 

employees, and over 25 employees. • Suppose a particular restaurant had 24 

employees tooay and 26 employees tomorrow, or vice-versa. In. other woro.s, I think 

that to attempt to do that is. going beyond the realm.of the work that can be accom.

plished by a minimum wage .board. That probably eooies .into the realm..of union 

negotiating as regards to specific industry or specific factory or restaurant or 

hotel in an inde.stry. In other words, you cannot do that when they draw a basis. 

Now, as regards to the wages of employees, it seems so di!fie.ult to 

find what they earn and y0u know that we cannot search the income tax. records; you 
,· 

know that for the purposes of the social security laws, the employees generally 

understate their tips. Has your Comm:i.ssi<Dn considered the possibility of looking 

L · into what the employees claim their remuneration agreement when they apply for 

workmen's compensation as a part from unemployment in::iurance. They usually 
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on workmen•s compensation declare their wages very high. Arri the other point that 
-·

I think should be stressed is that in other states, if. the hotels were intended.

to be incleded with the restaurants, they were at least granted representation 

by at least one member on the committe.e of three. And when such a member was 

appointed, he wasn�.t picked at rand.om, but he was usually nominated by the body 

which represented his 'industry. In that way, the industry c0uld pick the most 

capable man, they c0uld work with him, and supply him with data much the same 

as unions supply to their representatives on such a-commission. But, in other 

states, the hotels have been treated separately, an.din order to. get a thorough 

understanding of their point of view, it would seem advisable to have a commission 

of three hotel members, speaking for the hotels and we would be able to assemble 

the data which your commission needs. Now, that is not possible, then I should 

think instead of holding a. hearing where suggestions are. made at random where .no 

f-'t previous facilities have been . presented. for. preparation, ancL where we don •t even 
\ -

know what information your committee is looking for, why not propound these 

sari.es of. questions :which employers can stady and giv.e you the essential. answers. 

I don 1 t beli.ev:e that there. is. any employer who. wants to. pay below a living wage. 

DR •.. CARTER: .If. no one wants to pay b.elow the living wage, the procedure 
. . . . .  

would .then be to find out the amount that. is. necessary to meet a minim1un wage. 

MR •.. HAMBER: That is. the. first part. The next pa.rt is to find out truely 

or guess crudely .as te what the employees realJ.Y- get. After al.l, many waiters and 

waitresses hav.e better ears than their employers, and are. better.dressed., and 

P?ssibly give. their.. children. just as goad an education .. as many st,ruggling employers. 

I 1d like to make this other point ••• in many other sta tea, the questions 

that have been brought out here have. been pertaining to the hotel associatio� 

data has been worked up, and then brought back t.o .the commission .to enable it to 

arrive at a proper result in its findings. 
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MR. FOX: By taking a poll of waitresses in our hotels, we find that their 

reaetioh t0 this ·minimum wage law is a fear that they will have their tips abolished. 

by being included in the price of a meal, or some other method such as a flat 

rate, 10% on the check and so on. There have been some hotels or restaurants that 

put on a service charge on top of their checks and they have not been able to work 

that system out satisfactorily. Employees don't like it as it curtails their 

ability to make more money. I think that when we get to the non-service employees, 

the minimum wage pay is certainly very much within the realm of intelligent possibility 

but when we get to service employees, I don 1 t see how the thing can be sensibly 

worked out. I have paid, in the form of ld.ckbacks, as a waiter, got jobs, and I 

was always delighted. to do it. A waiter necessarily isn 1t interested in what the 

salary: is. He is interested in how much he can get at the end of a week. Many 

spots he'd be glad to work in for nothing because the tips are good. Others, 

h where the tips are poor, why, you need a good salary, or else you can't make out • 

. DR. CARTER: Itd like. to ask.you a question on that. How are you going to 

distin�uish between those places whe.re. the. tips are adequate returns, and. those 

where you said a minimum has. t0 be paid because the tips are not. adequate? 

MR. F@X: I don t t see how it would be pessible to establish a minimum 

on the service jobs. I don't see what could. be us¢.d as a measuring stick. Some 

places are just good spots for a fast turnover�_ and a fello1r can make .a week 1 s pay.

In other places, he's got to have a salary in.order to get by at all. 

DR •.. CARTER: Doe.sn't that mean ., then, that the person where the tips are 

not very large is not going to have any protection at all? 

MR. FITZGERALD: �ployers won't be able to get employees te fill the job. 

MR. FOX: That's it ••• don 1t forget you have a definit.e market te it. You 

have the ability to make good tips. and you're not going to go tC:> a place where you 

can't get anything more than a nickel tip, sucn as a low priced restaurant or you 

look for a place that's got a higher priced f'ixed. meal charge., where the drinks are 
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() 
that generally come from the restaurant industry through the unfortunate that is 

there dependent upon a tip, one with a naturally weekly income so that they might 

know what they're going t0 have to take home to feed their families. Shall we pat 

our friend on the back that many of the employees have cars. We checked that 

particular part of that family and we find that everybody in that family is working 

so that they could all live decently rather than have one contributory person t0 

the family for the purpose of havin.g a decent living. ©f course, they claim that 

the tips is so good· and in many establishments they are extra good. The employer 

claims that business is off. Well, if his business is off, then the tips ma.st be 

off because he doesn't get the same amount of customers in his establishment. So, 

I might say that the tips are way do.wn. I•ve done considerable traveling and I 

lived in hotels practically 2/3 of my life, and I find that the general beef 

is where they used to be able to give a fair tip that today the tips is .not there, 

�' and by virttie of that tip not being there 

L 
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,,--..._ this coming year. I might say further that one of the other gentlemen got up here and 
l � J 

stated the fact that some of his waiters and waitresses are the ones that have opened 

these establishments. Maybe after they went in this business they saw that th.ey weren.•t 

so good in the business and maybe they're the ones that are getting out. On the basis 

of that Mr. Chainnan and the Committee, I certainly do hope that in all consideration 

you will come out with a very fair minimum bill and I'm quite sure you are very capable 

of doing so. Thank you. 

DR. CARTER: I have a question I want to ask you. You seem to indicate that 

you feel that the tips are not an important factor and· they can become small. Would you 

feel that the waiters would be content if they would receive let's say a .flat wage 

of $40-. 00 a week and no tippir1g at all. 

MR. KENNEY: I thi..11.k Mr. Chairman, that if you estabiish a flat wage on the 

basis of tips, that you could run into a lot of controversy because the employer then 

n would claim that if any tips were left that he wo1,1.ld want them, and then I 1 m quite sure 

that in working you wouldn't have harmonious relationship between the employer and 

employee because I 1 m afraid the employer would have a hard time talcing away from the 

wait er viho gave it to him. 

DR. C.ARTER: I was thinking now that if the waiters would be content with 

that arrangement rather than a straight $40.00 a week arrl no tipping in the establish

ment, I mean, I thought you said that the tips had been getting lowero 

MR. KENNEY: Mr. Chairman, are there any waiters in the room that you. might 

ask that question of?-----And, I'm not s aying that Mr. Chairman to have the 

commission believe that the average waiter might make ��40.00. 'I'm �nly briaj.ng out 

the fact that . we .;itight have some who might not be, and W!:! might have others that 

were making it, and consequently we wouldn't want to penalize some of our .good people 

who are not receiving more, because the average employer has to follow the minimum 

as the maximum. 
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� The Leui sla.ture and I came here to listen, but I do operate a small restaurant in a 
" ) 

c-
\ 

small town for fifteen years and so far I have heard a lot of the hotel men speak and 

I am in sympathy with a go� many of them. · I want to say this much. The small

restaurants are not afraid of the minimum wage too much because they have two alter

natives. oie, they can operate the place themselves. Two, when business is slo,,
., 

they have no overhead so they can close their doors and go somewhere else to spend 

money instead. •I do want to say this much. In my establishment, I used te hire 

waiters and they did not prove satisfactory because they did not make. enough moEey 

in tips. They tried to make up for it by clipping the. custaners. and clipping the 

pr(!)prietor. I employ waitresses now. In the summer season, I employ 2 or 3 additional 

girls., 
and in some.cases . I have to pay for their first hairdo and buy their first 

uniform. . By the time fall . comes around, she buys herself a fur coat. It took my 

wife 13 years to get the fur. coat. I do want to say this much _that I have played 

\7 poker with same of these waiters. and if I carried a roll of bills around like some

of them do my checks would bounc.e. for sur.e and I do .drive. a new Ford and ant thankful 

to, Brother El.ks. for letting me .win· it •. But going 'back to the minimum .. wage, I would 

sey anything abeve 50¢ would b.e dangerous if there has. to be one. I 1 m referring to 

service emplpyees. ·There is one thing. You do have to feed your restaurant help. 

'We can•t. leave that out now. We've done it. for years. arid. if you leave. 'it out now, 

it1 s going to create bard feelings between .. the em.pl.eyer .Md .the em.pl.oyee. I•ve just 

been a ppointed to the advisory .. board. on the. Liquor . Control Commis,sion and I want to 

hear all the facts. 

DR. CARTER: Would the 50¢. include there that they would . be getting meals 

in addition to that? 

MR •. STEVEN .. F..EDUS·: Well, that would .. have .to. be. eptional. If a proprietor 

figures that .a waiter is worth his meals, that. he's earning his meals .plus the 50¢, 

''he would rather give the waiter his, meals, But in other cases, the preprietor would 
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man working in a side street operation is getting very little on the side. It•s very 

hard for us to answer the question� "What is a fair wage", because it's comparing 

apples with watermelons. 

Dfu; C.ARTER: John MeGurk, Sec. Treas. of the Connecticut Conference of 

Hotel & Restaurant Worker Union. 

MR. JOHN McGURK: Mr. Chairman, up to this point, I hope that the Committee 

will take note of the fact that labor, .the employe.es, are a very ama.11 iniriority. I 

think too much emphasis has been put on this tip business and very little has been 

said about the kitchen and the upstairs employees. With all due respect to the hotel 

and restaurant operators with their argument that they can't pay, statistics show that 

the catering industry not only in the State of Connecticut but in the entire nation 
.. . 

are the lowest paid group of workers that there is and I hope that the committee will 

go into that phase of it when they e001e t0 their findings. That is where the greater 

[7 number of the employees work. In big establishments, .in big hotels, we know that 

certain workers such as waiters and in some cases bartenders make a living wage. 

But what.is the percentage of the entire industry in any given city or·state that 

make that kind of wage? I dare say_ that from my own records, that it isn 1 t 10% 

l 

higher. ·That!s why we feel that a minimum rate of wage should be established, and 

I 1m sure that if it is within reason .that the hotel and restaurant owners in 

cooperation with the employees can c001e. back a year from now and say, 11Well, we <;lid 

a goed job 11• Something has definitely. got to be done about the hotel and restaurant 

workers. If the employer doesntt want te do it, then they won't have any workers 
. -

because no one will want to go int0 the business. I.. think they know that themselves, 

unless they find ways and means of paying a just and decent wage to people who have 
. '

to work and have families
., they themselves. will be the loser. in the long run, of that 

I am sure. 

DR. CARTER: There is one point that might be made there tha� in c001.parin.g 

the statistics that you refer te, they would not take into consideratioa the matter 
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of meals· which would make some difference. 

MR. Mcara.K: We find this, that with all due respect to what has been said 
. . .. 

by the owners, that usually of they pay the waitress or waiter a stipulated sum of 

money each week or by the hour that they often charge for,their meals, and in many 

cases for the uniforms so the take-home pay is much smaller. I have heard one owner 

say that the meals that they charge for is only a token. I believe and I know that

they would rather have the money and eat hon.ie, net that the food that! s served is 

not the· best. · 

DR. CARTER: Frank Parcinelli, Frank's. Restaurant. 

:MR. FRANK PABCINELLI: I .want t0 say a few words for the poor waiter. We

. have 5 men waiters and the rest are all wo��n. out of the 5, there are 3 that are 

property owners and another is tald.ng a trip to Italy with his wife, flew over and 

flew back, and that 1 .s a little more than what we owners have done. 

DR. CARTER: I have some. ques.tion ••• I'd like to Im.ow whether, unless you 

have new pertinent information for.the. Commission, I!ll have to.rule it out of 

order. The hour is getting late and. I don•t care to have a general discussion, but 

if you have new. additional. material that .has not. been presented
., 

I will recognize 

you. 

MR. JOSEPH. F. DOLAN, Bridgeport Full Permit Association. May I have the 
. .  -

floor, Mr. Chairman? In respect to this wage situation, we all know a small place 

is small and the operation is small. A large.place is large.and the operation is

big. By the same token, seme of the smaller places can never beeQJD.e a:ny bigger 

than they are on accowit of their physical setup. By. that, I me.an there's nCl> room 
, 
.. 

for expansion •. I have dis.o.ussed this. with Mr. Rovetti· of the New Haven Associati0n 

and we arrived .at some figur.ea. .You can accept them. You can put them on record 

if you care to •. We of the State of Connecticut don•t have to go to Rhode Island

L' fer facts., nor New York neither' because when you g;t there you •re cencerned. with 
-· 

metropolitan areas which we have. not here. It's a different situation altogether.
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